
Installing Technical Preview 2010 
In this post, I will show you how to install TP2010 and explore new features.  I am currently running 

TP2009.  Will upgrade to TP2010 within the console. 

 

Below are the links to TP2010 documentation. 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/view-syntax-highlighting-for-

scripts-and-queries-in/ba-p/1740062?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/get-started/2020/technical-preview-

2010#bkmk_osd 

Just clicked check for updates and it is downloading TP2009. 
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NEW FEATURES: 

Defender App Control policy supports Windows Server 2016+ clients now  - Configuration Manager to-

date has supported Defender App Control policies for Windows 10 clients. We're extending this support 

to include Windows Server 2016+ endpoints. 





 



Deploy a task sequence to a user as an app model deployment type - Starting in the release you can 

now deploy a task sequence to a user based collection when you add a task sequence deployment type 

to an application either to install or uninstall the app. 

 

Enable user proxy for software update scans - Beginning with the September 2020 cumulative update, 

HTTP-based WSUS servers will be secure by default. A client scanning for updates against an HTTP-based 

WSUS will no longer be allowed to leverage a user proxy by default. If you still require a user proxy 

despite the security trade-offs, a new software updates client setting is available to allow these 

connections. 

 



Improvements to scenario health - With scenario health, you can now monitor the health of the 

channel used for client actions. If you've onboarded to cloud management. This improvement helps to 

surface potential issues with client actions from Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. This 

monitoring can also be used for on-premises client actions such as CMPivot, Run scripts, and waking up 

machines. 

 

Shortcut to status messages - You now have an easier way to view status messages for the deployment, 

content, device and user objects. Choose ‘Show Status Messages’ from the ribbon for a selected object. 

 



Support for Windows 10 Enterprise LTSC on Desktop Analytics - The long-term servicing channel (LTSC) 

was designed for Windows 10 devices and use cases where the key requirement is that functionality and 

features don’t change over time. The LTSC servicing model prevents Windows 10 Enterprise LTSC 

devices from receiving the usual feature updates and provides only quality updates to ensure that 

device security stays up to date. For customers that want to shift from LTSC to the semi-annual servicing 

channel to have access to new features, services, and other major changes, Desktop Analytics now 

supports enrolling and evaluating LTSC devices in your deployment plans. 

 

Syntax highlighting for scripting languages in the Configuration Manager console - To assist you when 

creating scripts and queries in the Configuration Manager console, you will now see syntax highlighting. 

Supported languages include PowerShell, JavaScript/JScript, VBScript and SQL/WQL. 

 



Improvements to task sequence performance for power plans - 

 

This concludes all new features in TP2010. 

Thanks 

Ram Lan 
3rd Oct 2020 
 


